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Brief and objectives: 
Canned Food UK is an organisation dedicated to promoting the benefits of canned food to 
consumers across the UK. Our brief was to reinvigorate the organisation following six 
month’s offline, rebuild its online profile, including website and social media channels, from 
scratch and develop new marketing materials. 
 
Key objectives: 

 Build CFUK’s online presence with engaging content and drive its target audience, 
foodies across a variety of age groups, to the CFUK website. 

 Raise awareness of CFUK key messages including nutritional value, convenience, 
sustainability and metal as a permanently available resource. 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
We conducted a digital media review of how canned foods were perceived by our target 
audience, foodies. Fearne Cotton, author of ‘Cook Happy, Cook Healthy’, said whilst 
presenting her Radio 2 morning show, that she avoided tinned foods – this summarised the 
opinion of many other foodies. 
Wrongly, many believed canned foods to be a lesser alternative to fresh foods, filled with 
preservatives – which couldn’t be further from the truth. 
Interviewing two ‘Top 100 Foodie’ bloggers provided a clear insight that online, short video 
recipes were overwhelming popular on Facebook and Twitter, many receiving 25 per cent 
more engagement than other forms of posts. Whilst moreish Instagram photos, with carefully 
selected hashtags, were crucial to reaching a ‘food porn’ obsessed audience. 
 

Strategy and tactics, including the types and variety of social media utilised, 
creativity and innovation: 
Armed with these insights, our strategy aimed to showcase the variety, convenience and 
nutritional benefits of canned foods amongst food enthusiasts. Our strategy included three 
phases: 
 
Part1: CANvenient Bites – a yearly editorial calendar with twelve seasonal recipes and six 1-
minute video demonstrations, filmed in the ‘Proper Tasty’ style, to increase engagement with 
the website and social media channels. 
 



Part 2: CFUK Blogger Badge – guest recipes hosted on the CFUK website submitted by 
foodie bloggers who are awarded the ‘CFUK Guest Blogger Badge’ for their website, 
creating an online link back to CFUK. 
 
Part 3: Billy and Jack Canned Food Dinner Party Masterclass – a virtual masterclass with 
Masterchef 2016 Finalists, Billy and Jack, utilising canned ingredients to produce five recipes 
for a dinner party menu. Each recipe was accompanied by a 3-minute online demonstration. 
 

Implementation of tactics: 
CANvenient Bites - Working with a Waitrose food stylist, we produced 12 new seasonal 
recipes with photos designed to show nutritional value and the convenience of canned food, 
including toffee apple brownies for Halloween; individual mini-ham quiches for Picnic Week; 
plums on brioche toast for Christmas and cherry clafoutis for Valentine’s Day – to name but 
a few. 
 
Each month a new recipe was posted to the website, encouraging repeat visits. As part of 
the series, we created six recipe videos, shot in the popular bird’s eye format which were 
shared on the organisation’s Facebook and Twitter channels. 
 
We also produced the first in a series of new ‘CANvenient Bite’ recipe booklets which has 
been distributed amongst councils, charities and food banks. Following the success of the 
CANvenient Bites series, popular online parenting magazine ‘Small Steps Parenting’ 
approached us to run a competition to win a recipe booklet, canned food hampers and 
shopping vouchers. In total, the competition received 837 entrants and 2,234 page views. 
 
CFUK Blogger Badge – The blogger programme was central to building CFUK’s online 
presence. Over the course of eight months, we secured seven foodie and healthy living 
lifestyle bloggers to submit a guest recipe to the CFUK website (free of charge). Recipes 
included chickpea, spinach and coconut curry by Eat with Ellen (3.5K followers) and tuna 
fishcakes from Expert Home Tips (12K followers). 
 
Each blogger also hosted their recipe on their blogs with a special CFUK Blogger Badge 
which created an online backlink to the CFUK website, helping to increase visitors. 
 
Billy & Jack Canned Food Dinner Party Masterclass – Building on the success of the original 
CANvenient Bites videos, we have developed the next series with Masterchef 2016 Finalists, 
Billy Wright and Jack Layer. 
 
We challenged the duo to develop the perfect dinner party menu which showcased the 
variety and versatility of canned ingredients (there’s more to canned food than tinned 
tomatoes!) We created a virtual masterclass which was launched online and via the CFUK 
email newsletter which achieved a 10.5 per cent open rate. 
 
Later this year we will be launching a social media competition to win signed copies of the 
new Billy & Jack CANvenient Bites Dinner Party Masterclass recipe booklet which will 
feature five new recipes. 
 

Measurement and evaluation: 
CANvenient Bites - As part of a sponsored social media campaign aimed at foodies, the 
series received over 93,175 views for under a £320 spend. 
 



Our first CANvenient Bite Quesadilla video achieved 60k impressions (reaching our foodie 
consumers directly in their Twitter and Facebook feeds) and 16K views with 20 per cent 
watching until the end. 
 
As a result of CANvenient Bites, campaign CFUK’s Twitter and Facebook channels grew by 
15 per cent with social media post impressions regularly reaching over 10K. 
 
CFUK Blogger Badge – Guest bloggers shared CFUK recipe links with their online following, 
over 20k people and recipes highlighted core key messages, whilst the badge network is 
hosted on seven independent and influential foodie bloggers. 
 
Billy & Jack Canned Food Dinner Party Masterclass - The first video was recently published 
in May 2017 and has already received 28,777 views across Twitter and Facebook with over 
324 engagements including likes, comments and shares. 
 
Recipes, highlighting core messages, are shared across Billy & Jack’s social media 
channels Instagram, Facebook and Twitter totalling 30.4K followers. The first recipe, Italian 
fried artichokes, received 1.4K views and 20 comments on Billy & Jack’s Instagram whilst 
photos of the recipe have gained over 200 likes a piece. Using the Billy & Jack masterclass 
as a catalyst, we have recently launched a CFUK Instagram channel. 
 
 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
Since the campaign was reinstated, it has operated on a tenth of its former budget. Twelve 
PR delivered this campaign on a retainer basis for £1250 per month. 
 
Additional costs included: 

 CANvenient Bites video and photography production £3000; 

 CANvenient Bite recipe development and booklet £3500; 

 Billy & Jack recipe development, photography and video production £8000; 

 Social media promotion £400. 

 


